Dear colleagues!
We invite you to take part in the work of the XXII Apislavia Congrees, which will
take place from 09 to 13 September 2018 in Russia, Moscow, in the Sokolniki
Park (Sokolniki Exhibition Center, pavilion 2.
Moscow, Sokolnichesky Val, 1, building 1)

Participants registration
The registration fee (Congress ticket) is 60 euros or 4,000 rubles for one representative of the company or
an individual. Payment of the ticket entitles the full participation in the work of the Congress during the
whole period of its conduct (visiting the exhibition, entering the lecture hall and reports), and also take
advantage of the full services package for the participants of the Congress (visa support, hotel reservation
at special prices, opening in the State Kremlin Palace, the purchase of excursion packages and technical
tours at special prices for Congress participants).
For exhibitors, who booking stands at the exhibition, the registration fee is 50 or 100 euros, depending on
the zone in which the stand is located. Exhibitors who paid a fee of 50 euros are entitled to a free entrance
of one representative of the exhibitor to the lecture hall and reports during the entire Congress period.
Exhibitors who paid a fee of 100 euros are entitled to the free entrance of two representatives of the
exhibitor to the lecture hall and reports during the entire entire Congress period. All representatives of the
exhibitors who booked the exhibition stands are entitled to use the full services package for the
participants of the Congress.
Lecturers wishing to make a report at the Congress, please send abstracts and topics of scientific reports
by June 15, 2018 to e-mail: info@apislavia.ru indicating the required time for the report, full name of the
speaker. Please also indicate the time required for the report.
Please take along a registration confirmation on the website apislavia.ru or other document confirming the
registration and present the document at the front desk.

Preliminary program draft of the XXII Congress of Apislavia
September 08-09, 2018 - registration and arrival of participants.
We ask the participants, if possible, to arrive in Moscow on September 8, 2018, since September 9, 2018,
the grand opening of the event will take place at the State Kremlin Palace. The exact time of the event is
being coordinated with the Government of the Russian Federation and will be specified additionally.
September 09, 2018 - arrival and building of stands for exhibitors. For exhibitors wishing to attend the
opening of the Congress in the State Kremlin Palace of Congresses, we inform that the opening event will
take place in the first half of the day, therefore, the building can be implemented after the grand opening.
The transportation of large-sized equipment to the exhibition pavilion No.2 of Sokolniki Park of culture
and recreation should be made from 10.00 to 15.00 on 09 September 2018.
September 10-12, 2018 - the meeting of the General Assembly of Apislavia, the work of the Congress and
Exhibition, excursion program, technical tours.
September 13, 2018 - transportation of equipment from the exhibition, excursion program.

Visa support
All participants of the Congress must have a valid passport to enter the Russian Federation. In case of
arrival from the country, the entry to which in the Russian Federation requires a visa, please contact the
Russian Embassy in your country or another agency that issues a visa to enter Russia.
In case you need to get a written invitation for a visa, please, contact the Congress secretariat (+7 (495)
607-89-75). When applying, please send an e-mail to info@apislavia.ru, your e-mail address and postal
address where you need to send the original invitation. Specify also the special requirements of your
country for the invitation, if they exist.

Accommodation
For comfortable accommodation of the participants of the Congress, pre-booked rooms in the Izmailovo
Hotel Complex, which is the fifth largest hotel in the world and has 5,000 rooms. The complex consists of
five 3-star and 4-star hotels, three of which ("Vega", "Beta", "Gamma") are warmly ready to open their
doors to the Congress participants and provide comfortable accommodation at special prices for rooms of
different categories.
To register and receive the reservation for the hotel you need to send an application with the name of the
selected hotel, the booking period, the arrival time, the number of rooms, passport data or a copy of the
passport by mail info@apislavia.ru. In the return letter will come an invoice, after payment of which the
room will be booked. The booking details will be sent by e-mail, from which the reservation request was
sent. If you need to get a reservation to another e-mail address, please indicate it in the reservation form.
If you have any questions about the reservation, please contact us at +7 (962) 368-44-35.

The complex is located in close proximity to the famous Izmailovo Park, next to the Izmailovo
Kremlin.

A five-minute walk from the hotel complex is the Partizanskaya metro station. Approximately
10-15 minutes can be reached by metro to Red Square, the Kremlin, and other sights of the
capital.

Hotel «Vega» 4*
Standard Room

Standard room equipment: 1 bed (160x200cm) or 2 beds (90x200cm), 2 bedside tables, LCD
TV, telephone, mini fridge, safe, writing desk and 1 chair, reading lamp, wall lamp and floor
lamp, built-in wardrobe with hangers, half-seats and ottoman, a luggage stand, a full-length
mirror, a coffee table.
Bath room: shower or bath, scales, towels, cosmetic napkins, cosmetic mirror, a set of hygiene
products, a hairdryer, bathrobes on request.
Extra items: an extra blanket, a sewing kit, slippers, a shoe horn, a shoe sponge, a clothes brush,
a notepad and a pen, two teas with a kettle, a flashlight, utensils.

The cost of double accommodation in a standard room is 3600 rubles. or 55 EUR/day (1800
rubles or 27,50 EUR per person/day). When staying in a double room for one person, the full
cost of the room per day is paid.
Breakfast buffet - 700 rubles/person, paid at the hotel additionally at the request of the guest.
In the hotel "Vega" we also offer accommodation in the rooms "Deluxe" and "Travel to Russia".
Deluxe Room
"Deluxe" Room equipment: 1 bed (160x200cm) or 2 beds (90x200cm), LCD TV with Smart-TV
function, device for charging gadgets with music playback function, smart-clock, phone, minifridge, safe, desk and chair, table lamp, wall luminaire and floor lamp, built-in wardrobe with
hangers , 2 bedside tables, half-seats and ottoman, luggage stand, full-length mirror, coffee table,
bathroom, bath, scales, towels, bathrobes, hygiene set, cosmetic mirror, shaving sets.

Extra items: an extra blanket, a sewing kit, slippers, a shoe horn, a shoe sponge, a clothes brush,
a notepad and a pen, two teas with a kettle, a flashlight, utensils.
The cost of double accommodation in a deluxe room is 4500 rubles. or 68 EUR / day (2250
rubles or 34 EUR per person / day). When staying in a double room for one person, the full cost
of the room per day is paid.
Breakfast buffet - 700 rubles/person, paid at the hotel additionally at the request of the guest.
Room «Travel to Russia» (design room, decorated in Russian style)
Room equipment: 1 bed (160x200cm), LCD TV with Smart-TV function, device for charging
gadgets with music playback function, Smart-clock, telephone, mini-fridge, safe, desk and chair,
table lamp , wall lamp and floor lamp, built-in wardrobe with hangers, 2 bedside tables, halfseats and ottoman, luggage stand, full-length mirror, coffee table, bath, towels, bathrobes, scales,

shower caps, tooth sets, cosmetic mirror, shaving sets , hygienic set (cotton buds, cotton pad and,
wet wipes).
Extra items: an extra blanket, a sewing kit, slippers, a shoe horn, a shoe sponge, a clothes brush,
a notepad and a pen, two teas with a kettle, a flashlight, utensils.
The cost of double accommodation in a «Travel to Russia» room is 5400 rubles. or 80 EUR /
day. When staying in a double room for one person, the full cost of the room per day is paid.
Breakfast buffet - 700 rubles/person, paid at the hotel additionally at the request of the guest.

Hotel Beta 3 *
Standard room
A cozy single room of the category "Standard" - an excellent choice of quality and savings. Each
room has a small entrance hall with wardrobe, bathroom and sitting area, which is equipped with
one double bed 160 × 200 or two beds 90 × 200. The working area is equipped with a desk. The
room area is 21 m².
Security: individual safe, electronic locks, fire safety system.
Room and bathroom equipment: TV, telephone, mini-fridge, slippers, towels, hair dryer,
personal hygiene kit.

The cost of double accommodation - 2850 rubles. or 43 EUR / day (1425 RUB or 21.50 EUR per
person / night). When staying in a double room for one person, the full cost of the room per day
is paid. Breakfast buffet - 580 rubles per person, paid at the hotel in addition at the request of the
guest.

Hotel Gamma 3 *
Standard room

Room equipment: LCD TV, satellite TV, telephone, air condition, mini fridge, menu, pillows.
Bathroom equipment: telephone, hairdryer, towels, personal hygiene kit, bathrobe and slippers
Room safety: individual safe, electronic locks, fire safety system.
The cost of double accommodation in a standard room is 3150 rubles or 48 EUR / day (1575
rubles or 24 EUR per person / day). When staying in a double room for one person, the full cost
of the room per day is paid.
Breakfast "buffet" is paid at the hotel in addition at the request of the guest.

Exhibition space rental for exhibitors
On the site apislavia.ru the current layout of free exhibition spaces is placed. Regarding the
reservation of exhibition space, please call +7 (495) 411-26-20, +7 (962) 368-44-42, or send an
e-mail to info@apislavia.ru.
The cost of 1 m3 of unequipped area is:
- in green zone 12000 rub or 172 EUR;
- in orange zone 10000 rub or 143 EUR;
- in blue zone 8000 rub or 115 EUR;
- in pink zone 6000 rub or 86 EUR.
The cost of a standard building of 1 m3 is 1700 rub or 25 EUR.
The options for standard buildings are shown in the table below.
4 m3
1. Walls around the perimeter
2. Carpet
3. Fascia panel with the inscription on
the 1st open side of the stand
(company name, city / country number of symbols - 15 symb.)
4. 1 round table
5. 1 chair
6. 1 wall lamp
7. 1 bin
8. 1 hanger

6 m3
1. Walls around the perimeter
2. Carpet
3. Fascia panel with the inscription
on the 1st open side of the stand
(company name, city / country number of symbols - 15 symb.)
4. 1 round table
5. 2 chairs
6. 1 wall lamp
7. 1 bin
8. 1 hanger

9 m3
1. Walls around the perimeter
2. Carpet
3. Fascia panel with the inscription
on the 1st open side of the stand
(company name, city / country number of symbols - 15 symb.)
4. 1 round table
5. 3 chairs
6. 2 wall lamps
7. 1 bin
8. 1 hanger
9. 1 wall socket

12 m3
1. Walls around the perimeter
2. Carpet
3. Fascia panel with the inscription on
the 1st open side of the stand
(company name, city / country number of symbols - 15 symb.)
4. 1 round table
5. 4 chairs
6. 2 wall lamps
7. 1 bin
8. 1 hanger
9. 1 wall socket

18 m3
1. Walls around the perimeter
2. Carpet
3. Fascia panel with the inscription
on the 1st open side of the stand
(company name, city / country number of symbols - 15 symb.)
4. 1 round table
5. 4 chairs
6. 2 wall lamps
7. 1 bin
8. 1 hanger
9. 1 wall socket
10. 2 wall panels
11. 1 door

24 m3
1. Walls around the perimeter
2. Carpet
3. Fascia panel with the inscription
on the 1st open side of the stand
(company name, city / country number of symbols - 15 symb.)
4. 1 round table
5. 4 chairs
6. 2 wall lamps
7. 1 bin
8. 1 hanger
9. 1 wall socket
10. 3 wall panels
11. 1 door

30 кв. м.
1. Walls around the perimeter
2. Carpet
3. Fascia panel with the inscription on
the 1st open side of the stand
(company name, city / country number of symbols - 15 symb.)
4. 1 round table
5. 6 chairs
6. 2 wall lamps
7. 1 bin
8. 1 hanger
9. 1 wall socket
10. 6 wall panels
11. 1 door
12. Textile curtain
13. fluorescent lamp

36 кв. м.
1. Walls around the perimeter
2. Carpet
3. Fascia panel with the inscription
on the 1st open side of the stand
(company name, city / country number of symbols - 15 symb.)
4. 2 round table
5. 8 chairs
6. 2 wall lamps
7. 1 bin
8. 1 hanger
9. 2 wall socket
10. 7 wall panels
11. 1 door
12. Textile curtain
13. fluorescent lamp

The cost of equipment for a
standard area is 1700 rub or 25
EUR per m3

When renting an exhibition space more than 36 m3 individual stand building is possible. The cost is
negotiated individually. Rent area, less than 36 m3 is possible only with the standard building of the stand.
All exhibitors pay the registration fee. (See section "Registration fee").

Excursions
1. A sightseeing bus tour around Moscow with a visit to the Cathedral of Christ the Savior
(duration 4 hours):
- Tour around the Kremlin, exit for photographing and walking tour around Red Square, transfer
to the Cathedral of Christ the Savior.
- Excursion in the Cathedral of Christ the Savior with the ascent to the observation platforms at
the level of the small domes of the church.
The cost of the program is 2000 rubles/person.

2. A sightseeing bus tour around Moscow with a visit to the Cathedral of Christ the Savior and a
program in the Kremlin (duration 10 hours with an hour-long lunch break):
- Tour around the Kremlin, exit for photographing and walking tour around Red Square, transfer
to the Cathedral of Christ the Savior.
- Excursion in the Cathedral of Christ the Savior with the ascent to the observation platforms at
the level of the small domes of the church.
- Lunch break.
- Excursion around the territory of the Kremlin with a visit to the Assumption Cathedral.
Individual excursion. Duration - 1 hour 30 minutes.
- The Museum "Armory Chamber". Individual excursion. Duration - 1 hour 30 minutes.
- Exhibition of GOKHRAN "Diamond Fund". Visit with an electronic audio guide. Duration - 50
min.
The cost of the program is 6000 rubles per person.
Groups are formed as of registered participants.

3. Evening bus tour of Moscow
The main sightseeing of the capital of Russia will be introduced by a bus sightseeing tour. You
will learn basic information about the most famous Moscow buildings, monuments, streets and
squares, the main events in the life of Moscow.
Objects for viewing during the excursion:
• Red Square
• View of the Kremlin from the side of Sofia embankment
• The Cathedral of Christ the Savior, Monument to Peter I
• House on the Embankment
• Novodevichy Convent
• Moscow State University
• Sparrow Hills
• Poklonnaya Mountain
• Triumphal Arch
• Kutuzov Avenue
• New Arbat
• The Boulevard Ring
• Manege Square
• Theater Square, Bolshoi Theater
• Tverskaya street
• Pushkin Square
The duration is 3-4 hours, the cost is 600 rubles per person.

Groups are formed as of registered participants.

